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Part 1: Intro 

Attend Onboarding Guide 
Welcome to the Attend Onboarding Guide! This guide will walk you through how 
to get up and running with the Attend platform.

When you login, you will be brought to the dashboard...

On the Dashboard, you will see 4 modules:
Event Plans

An Event Plan allows you to organize a single event or an entire program of events. Think of 
the Event Plan as your electronic event binder where in addition to managing your events, your 
Event Plan holds the:

• Registration forms for events

• Emails (invitations, reminders, follow-up, etc)

• Post-Event Surveys

• Reporting for that  event plan

Onboarding Guide:
Introduction

https://www.attend.com/
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Contacts 

The Contacts module is where you upload and view invitee lists - the groups of people you’ll be 
inviting via email to RSVP for events.

Reports 

The Reports module allows you to build reports for your entire account or reports based on 
multiple events, registration forms, or event plans. 

Analysis 

The Analysis module is where you can view your Event Success Metrics on:
• Attendee engagement: data on specific guests that includes a breakdown of the events

they’re registering for, attending, and the events they might be registering for, but
not attending.

• Event trends: allows you to compare the success of events and helps with future planning

The Dashboard also includes your Event Calendar: 

The Event Calendar can be filtered by day, week, month and allows you to look forward or 
backward throughout the year. All of your events will populate on this calendar. Clicking on an 
event instantly shuttles you to that event’s guest list to see how registration is going (or how it 
went) and allows you to make edits to the guest list.

https://www.attend.com/
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(Note: Clicking the Attend logo at the top left of your screen will always bring you back to the Dashboard)

https://www.attend.com/
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Part 2: Event Plans

You will want to start in the Event Plans module. Once you click in to Event Plans, you have the 
option to either “Manage My Event Plans” OR “Create a New Event Plan.” 

Manage My Event Plans
This section will show you:

All event plans you have created over time

• Title and Category of all events (note, the category is a way to organize your events, or “tag”
event plans together)

• Can search for event plans by category or by name

• Events, Forms, Emails, Surveys, Reports and Settings for each Plan

Onboarding Guide:
Event Plans

https://www.attend.com/
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CREATE A NEW EVENT PLAN 
This is where you will want to begin as you are getting started. Clicking “Create a New Event Plan” 
will bring up the plan “wizard.”  This “wizard” is where you will set up the framework for every 
step of your event. 

(Note: you can always go back and make changes to your event plan, so don’t worry about getting everything 
right your first time through the event set up process)

1. Details
Under the “Details” section you will be able to set:

• Event Name: internal title for your event plan

• Event Category: tag for the type of event for organization

https://www.attend.com/
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2. Logo
The “Logo” section allows you to:

• Upload a logo specific to this event plan

• You can also set a default logo for your account if you want to use the same logo for multiple
events - your default logo will automatically populate as the logo for any new events (will go
over this later)

• You can also skip and upload later

https://www.attend.com/
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3. Events
This is where you add the events that are part of your event plan. You can create an event  
plan with multiple events or a single event. To create your first event within your event plan, 
click “New Event.”

Once you create your new event, you will have the options to configure the 

following sections: 

Event Details 
(Note: these event details are forward-facing to your guests if you build a registration to collect RSVPs)

• Name: title of your event that your attendees will see

• Start Date: specific date your event will start

• Start Time: specific time of day that your event will start

• End Date: autopopulates to same as start day, can be changed for multi-day events

• End Time: specific time of day your event will end

• Timezone: time zone where your event is taking place

• Event Location: you can add a custom description or add the address of your event

Tickets:

• Where you can add ticketing options for paid events

• Need to have payment gateway setup

• Can skip this step and add tickets later to the form

https://www.attend.com/
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Custom Fields: 

• Custom fields is the information you’re looking to collect from your guests as they register
for an event

• You can customize the Info you want to collect from guests for each event.  (Example: a
custom field for “Dietary Restrictions” might only be specific to an event where you are
serving food)

• Here you can add a “New Custom Field” or select from existing  “Default Fields”

• Can set account wide default fields under Account Settings

• Some defaults fields that Attend gives you include: Email, Address 1, City, State
(autopopulates with all US states), Zip Code, etc.  Adding additional default fields to your
account for “Class Year” will auto-populate going forward under the “+default custom field”
tab.

Other Options:

• Here you can set the number of guests each attendee can bring (Can set to 0 if you don’t
want to allow attendees to bring additional guests)

• Additional guests could be a spouse, significant other, or family member.

(Note: The number of guests allowed only includes the additional guest, not the main invitee)

• You can also set a registration limit for the entire event (can set a number for
make it unlimited).

(Note: if you are selling tickets for an event, the inventory for that ticket will set the registration count)

Best Practice: 
Always include a Required Email Address as emails are used to send surveys, event reminders, etc.

https://www.attend.com/
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4. Forms
• This is where you will create a registration form for your events.

• Clicking “yes” automatically generates a registration form to include all of the events you’ve
just created.

• You can always go back later to customize your form

5. Emails
• This is where you will create an email invitation for your event

• Clicking “yes” automatically generates email invitation

• You can choose an existing contact list or choose to upload one later

• You can choose to auto generate a follow up email now or opt to create it later

• All emails and email settings can be customized later in the process

https://www.attend.com/
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6. Surveys
• Here you can choose to auto generate a post-event survey or choose to create one later

7. Reports
• Here you can choose to auto generate a registration report or choose to create one later

https://www.attend.com/
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Part 3: Event Plan Overview + Settings 

Once you have walked through the steps of creating a new event, you will be 
taken to the Event Plan Overview page. 

Here, you can go back to edit all of your Event Plan details as well as your Forms, Emails, 
Surveys, Reports, On-Site check-in options, and Settings. 

• Edit name of any event plan

• Change your event plan logo

(Note: you can swap out the logo on the form, as well as the events within your plan separately) 

Onboarding Guide:
Event Plan Overview + Settings

“Settings” on the Event Plan level allows you to:

https://www.attend.com/
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EVENTS:

The “Events” section on the Event Plan Overview page will allow you to view all of 
the events within your event plan. For each individual event you can see:

• Stats

• Attendee List

• Check-In

• Nametag

• Settings (allows you to edit name, date, location for events within your plan)

• Edit description section that will populate on the registration form

• Add image (will show later)

• Can add event to different event plan

(Note: Make sure to click “Save” as you make changes. Attend autosaves often, but whenever the button says 
“save” clicking it will make sure your most recent changes are saved)

https://www.attend.com/
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Part 4: Form Building  

The “Forms” section is where you can customize your event registration form. If you 
chose to auto-generate a form when you were first setting up your event, that form 
will appear here.

Onboarding Guide:
Form Building

https://www.attend.com/
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Build

1. Form Information
Title

• This title is forward-facing to guests, so make sure it displays what you want your
guest to see

• This title may be different than the internal-facing title in your plan

Time Display

• How the time of your event will display on your form

Description

• Here you can edit font, formatting, etc. for the description of your event that registrants will
see on your form

• Add link(s) (example: event agenda or location on Google maps)

• Add Banner Image

Best practice: adding a banner image and branding to your form is recommended to make it
look good for registrants.

The “Build” section allows you to customize:

https://www.attend.com/
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Logo

• The logo will automatically pull from your event plan logo (if you have one), but can be
changed for the form here

2. Attendee Information

• First name and last name will always be required for any event

• Can toggle each field’s position with arrows on the right or remove a field with “x”

• Multi Event Custom Fields will display if you have more than one event linked to a form,
These fields can be added to 1st page of form so registrants don’t have to enter them more
than once

(Note: Multi event custom fields are only for multi-event forms. Any multi-event fields that you include will 
automatically be taken out of the events you might have previously added them to. They will still display for each 
event’s attendees, however, they will only require your guests to fill them in once at the start of the form.)

Best Practice: 
Adding a banner image and branding to your form is recommended to make it look good for registrants.

https://www.attend.com/
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3. Event Registration
• Multi Event Custom Fields will auto populate within each event

• Can add event specific custom fields for individual events.  (e.g. dietary restrictions on events
that might be serving food, or T-Shirt size for events where you’re including giveaways)

• Allows you to edit # of guests allowed and registration limit for each event in the form

• Can add a new event within the form (you can also do this within the events module and
then add that event you created later to the form)

(Note: for tickets, they will only appear under the events if you have enabled payments on the form in the 
Payments tab.  Don’t worry if you don’t see your tickets you may have created in the wizard, they will appear 
again once you have enabled those payments, which is discussed further down this guide)

4. Form Settings

Who’s Coming List 

• Generates a list of First and Last names on the registration form.

• Encourages other people to register by seeing list of names

Best Practice:  
Wait until some guests (about 5-10, depending on the size of the event) register to turn “who’s coming list” on.

https://www.attend.com/
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“I cannot attend” option 

• Allows you to collect “no” RSVPs to prevent you from continuing to reach out to people who
know they can’t attend

• Within the Emails section, you have the opportunity to send a “Form Reminder” email which
will auto-segment a list of people who haven’t filled out the form yet (with either a Yes or No
response)

Enable social media sharing (Makes section 5 appear)

Enable printable tickets 

• Acts as confirmation PDF

• Option to print confirmation for guests or pull up confirmation on smartphone.

• PDF contains QR code which will allow you to check guests in on the Attend iPad
check-in app

Enable “remove from guest list”

• button that gets added to confirmation email

• allows guests who have registered to manually cancel their registration without having to
reach out to someone on the event staff

• guests who click this button will appear on the Attendee List, but will be taken out of the
registration count and display as grayed out/italicized so you will know that they canceled.

5. Social Media Customization
(Note: only populates if “Enable Social Media Sharing box is checked)

Default text for Twitter share auto populates 

• includes link to registration form

• remove link if you don’t want registrants to share registration form with their
twitter followers

Can customize message 

• add twitter account “via @____” or event hashtag

Best Practice:  
We find a lot of guests like to have a physical confirmation in-hand that they can bring to the event.

https://www.attend.com/
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Part 5: Preview Form 

When viewing your form, you can: 

• Review what form looks like to guests

• Walk through filling out out the form and test the registration process

• Choose what events to register for

• Add Guests for events that allow guests

• Click “Complete Registration”

• View the Confirmation page, which includes:

• Receipt: list of attendees registered for each individual event on the form

• Agenda: event dates, times, locations, and descriptions

• “Add to Calendar” Links: links to add events to Google Calendar, Outlook, or iCal

Best Practice: We encourage you to test the registration process throughout the “building”
of your form and are happy to test for you as well. You always want to make sure the form looks 
exactly how you want your guests to see it.

Onboarding Guide:
Preview Form

Click “View” in the Form menu or “View Form” at the bottom right of the page 

https://www.attend.com/
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Part 6: Payments  + Publish  

Payments

1. Online Payments
• You need to have your payment gateway configured if you want to collect payments (can

click link to “Payment Settings” to configure)

• Once you have your payment gateway set up, you can select your payment gateway from the
dropdown here

• Sections 2 and 3 will become editable once your payment gateway is configured and
selected in section 1

2. Promo codes
• Here you can choose to enable promo codes for registration if you want to offer discounts

for guests.  You can select a free ticket, discounted rate or percentage off ticket.

Onboarding Guide:
Payments + Publish

https://www.attend.com/
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3. Donation option
• This is where you can enable a donation option as your registrants purchase their

event tickets

• You can also allow your registrants to select from a list of donation funds to choose a
specific fund to donate to

PUBLISH 
(great resource for when you get ready to send out form)

1. Publish this form
Status

• Status of form (“open” or “closed”) determines if registrations will be accepted

• will always default to Open

• You can change to “Closed” until you are ready to start collecting registrations or right before
an event to close off registration

(Note: You can close and reopen the form at anytime during the registration process)

https://www.attend.com/
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Publishable Link

• Clicking “Customize Link” allows you to add a vanity URL

• A vanity URL makes it easy for people to type in url to browser without needing to
click the link

(Note: If you use the publishable link, you will need to copy and paste the entire link in order for guests to be 
directed to the registration form)

2. Embed this form
• “HTML snippet” provides the embeddable link to that allows you to drop the the registration

form into an iframe on your own website or webpage

• Embedding the registration form on to your own webpage allows guests to register directly
from your website.  The form will take on all the branding of your own site around it

3. Confirmation Email
“From” Email

• The “from” email denotes the email address that confirmation emails will appear to
be sent from

• This email address auto populates to the email address of the user account you’re
logged into

• Can be changed to any email address attached to a registered user account

• You can also add a generic email from your organization as user if you want it to come from
your organization instead of an individual’s email

(Note: the “from” email address will receive all replies to the confirmation email)

“From” Name

• The “from” name autopopulates to the name of your Attend Account

• Can be changed to any name you choose

(Note: if you would like the name of your Attend account changed, please let your Customer Success Manager
know and they can assist)

Best Practice: Embedding your registration form on your own webpage prevents guests from having
to click on a link that takes them to a foreign page.

https://www.attend.com/
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BCC Email 

• Here you can add any email(s) you want to be blind copied on confirmation emails

• Any email address can be entered (not just emails from user accounts)

• Allows members of your team to get notified any time someone registers

Email Text

• All registrants will automatically receive a standard confirmation email upon registration
(given that they provided their email)

• This is where you can add additional information to the confirmation email (message,
directions, links, etc)

• Make sure to click “save” to save any changes you make

https://www.attend.com/
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Part 7: Results and Stats 

RESULTS

1. Submissions
• This section shows everyone who has registered and their confirmation #, which you can use

to reference within your payment processor

• Shows number of event registrations from your form (one for each person for each event
including guests)

• Clicking on registrant will show snapshot of the entire registration process for that registrant
showing each event they registered for as well as their guest information and events

• Displays printable PDF ticket with QR code for each attendee and their guests

• Resend email confirmations

• If registrant contacts you and has misplaced confirmation email, you can always
resend it from here

Onboarding Guide:
Results and Stats

https://www.attend.com/
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• Delete option

• Can delete any test form submissions

• Can export to .CSV

2. Submissions that cannot attend
• Will show anyone who cannot attend

• Can Export to .CSV

• Stats

• Summary

• Total form submissions

• Total registrations

• Total revenue (only if you are collecting payments)

(Note: the revenue will not include any promo codes that were used)

https://www.attend.com/
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Part 8: Emails 

Create new email 
• Click “ New Email”

• 4 types of emails

• Event reminder: only emails those who have registered to remind them of event (pulls
from an event’s Attendee List.

• Form invitation: everyone you are inviting to your event (need to upload and/or select a
contact list to pull from)

• Form reminder: reminder to those that you invited that they need to respond. Automati-
cally generates a list of anyone who has responded (either “yes” or “no” off of list)

• General: used for any other emails like post-event follow-up (requires you to upload or
import contacts to a contact list or use an existing list)

Onboarding Guide:
Email

https://www.attend.com/
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CONTENT 

• Email details (all internal facing)

• Title: only internal users will see the title

• Type: one of the 4 types of emails above (event reminder, form invitation, form reminder,
general)

• Form: what form is attached to this email (does not appear for emails with “general” as
the type)

• Include link to form: checkbox options to include link to form or not (does not appear for
emails with “general” as the type)

Email Setup
• From: can choose what user you want email to come from

• Subject: subject line of email that recipients will see

https://www.attend.com/
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• Body:

• Content of email

• Font and formatting options

• Allows for personalization

• Example Hi [FIRST_NAME] which will add the recipient’s name to the body of
your email

• Personalization fields pull info from the contact list you upload

Style
Header and Footer Images 

• Here you can upload your header and/or footer images

• Select file to upload

• Must be a valid PNG or JPG file (max width 800px, max height 400px)

• Can preview email here

Contacts

• Can create a new contact list (takes you to main contacts section)

• Select contact list

• Names will populate from list you select

• Shows contact ID, Name, Email, and checkbox option to include or not include (in case
there are people you do not want to receive a particular email)

Publish

• Preview Email

• Can always preview emails before sending

• Can choose what email addresses to send preview to

• Email will only go out when you click “Send emails now”

Results

• Shows Stats on:

• Delivered: email was successfully delivered to email address

• Bounced: email bounced back from invalid or blocked email address

• Opened: Recipient opened the email

• Clicked: Recipient clicked a form link in the email (only if you include link to form in email)

• Visited: Recipient visited form page

• All exportable to .csv

Best Practice: Just like your Form, we encourage you to preview your emails to make sure they look
right before sending them.

https://www.attend.com/
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Stats 
• Shows overview of numbers on:

• Sent

• Opened

• Unopened

• Click-throughs

• Form submissions

• Will generate pie chart to display stats

. 

https://www.attend.com/
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Part 9: Managing Your Account  

SETTINGS (GEAR ICON AT TOP RIGHT OF SCREEN)

Login Credentials

• Email can be changed

• Can change password

Event Defaults

• Default Logo

• Default Custom Fields

Category Settings

• Categories for different types of events

• Allows you to tag different types of events

• Here you can create a new category

• Ability to edit or delete existing categories

Onboarding Guide:
Managing Your Account

https://www.attend.com/
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Alert Settings (VIP text alerts)

• Can set phone number and email for who you want to get VIP alerts 

• Here is where you add contact info for anyone you want to be notified 

• Can then select who gets notified for which attendees later 

Data Settings 

• Set unique IDs for event and form data 

• Add or edit email to be BCCed on all emails that go out from your account

Payment Settings

• Where you set up payments for events 

• Select payment the processor you use (must already have account with the payment 
processor you select) 

• Enter your login info for your payment processor to connect to your Attend account 

Salesforce Settings (only applicable if you use Attend’s Salesforce Integration)

• Here you can configure your Salesforce integration if you use Salesforce

Account Users 

• Here is where you add users to your Attend account 

• Just need to enter name and email 

User Groups 

• Every user will be assigned to a user group

• Select what you want each user group to have access to within your Attend account 

https://www.attend.com/
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Have additional questions? Click the phone icon (at top right)
•  Here you will find the contact info for your Customer Success Manager

• Reach out to your Customer Success Manager anytime with any questions!

https://www.attend.com/
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